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R O C K E T S
Grade Level: K-12 

Focus Area: Science, Engineering, History

Time: 30-45 Minutes 

ACTIVITY INTRODUCTION
Explore the scientific principles of rocket propulsion through a hands-on experiment, 
demonstrating Newton’s Third Law of Motion and investigating variables that influence the 
trajectory of a rocket, while connecting these concepts to their crucial role in space exploration.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
Rockets, the workhorses of space exploration, embody the principles of propulsion, exemplifying 
Newton’s Third Law of Motion in action. These engineering marvels propel us beyond Earth’s 
bounds, drawing from the expulsion of gases to achieve extraordinary speeds and distances. From 
ancient Chinese firework origins to the advanced engines of today, rockets have revolutionized our 
ability to explore the cosmos, sparking curiosity and innovation along the way. By delving into the 
mechanisms that drive rockets, you’ll embark on a scientific journey to grasp how these principles 
transform into tangible advancements in space technology. 

STUDENT REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS: 
 • How does rocket propulsion illustrate Newton’s Third Law of Motion, relating  

action and reaction? 
 • Can you recognize any real-world instances of objects utilizing the principles of rocketry? 
 • What factors influence the distance a rocket travels during this experiment? 
 • How does the experiment’s setup echo the design considerations in actual rocket engines? 
 • How does the understanding of gas propulsion foster innovations in space  

exploration and technology? 

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES: 
 • Comprehend Newton’s Third Law of Motion and its manifestation in rocket propulsion. 
 • Investigate how variables affect a rocket’s trajectory, grounded in the expulsion of gases. 
 • Engage in a hands-on scientific experiment that demonstrates the  

principles of rocket propulsion. 
 • Recognize the practical applications of these scientific concepts in space exploration. 
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MATERIALS:
 • Empty plastic film canisters (or similar small containers with tight-fitting lids,)  1 per child
 • Alka-Seltzer tablets (effervescent antacid tablets,) 1 per child 
 • Water 
 • Safety goggles, 1 per child

ACTIVITY DIRECTIONS
1. Discuss the significance of rockets in space exploration history and the principles of rocket 

propulsion based on Newton’s Third Law of Motion. 
 • Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that for every action,  

there is an equal and opposite reaction
 • This law explains how forces interact in pairs, where one force is exerted on an  

object and the object exerts an equal and opposite force in response
2. Pour water into a plastic film canister until it’s one-third full. 
3. Drop a small piece of Alka-Seltzer tablet into the canister, quickly seal the lid, and place the 

canister upside down on a flat surface. 
4. Observe the reaction and the subsequent launching of the canister. Measure and record the 

distance it travels. 
5. Experiment with different amounts of water, Alka-Seltzer tablet sizes, or lid sealing methods to 

observe their impact on the rocket’s flight. 
6. Discuss the experiment’s results, focusing on the principles of motion and gas expulsion. Relate 

the experiment to real-world rocketry and space exploration. 
 • What did you observe during the Alka-Seltzer rocket experiment? Can you describe how the 

rocket moved and why it moved that way?
 • How does the process of gas expulsion relate to the rocket’s motion in this experiment? Can 

you explain why the rocket went up into the air?
 • What role did the chemical reaction between the Alka-Seltzer tablet and water play in 

launching the rocket? How did it generate the gas needed for propulsion?
 • Can you compare the Alka-Seltzer rocket to a real rocket used in space exploration? What 

similarities and differences do you see in how they work?
7. In the rocket propulsion experiment, Newton’s Third Law of Motion is closely related to the 

concept of action and reaction. When the Alka-Seltzer tablet reacts with water inside the 
sealed film canister, it produces gas and creates a high-pressure environment. As the gas 
escapes through the small opening of the canister, it generates a force in one direction (action). 
According to Newton’s Third Law, the canister experiences an equal and opposite force in the 
opposite direction (reaction). This reaction force propels the canister forward, simulating the 
motion of a rocket launching. The experiment vividly demonstrates how the expulsion of gas, 
creating an action, results in the canister’s movement, driven by the equal and opposite reaction 
force, which mirrors the fundamental principle behind rocket propulsion in space exploration. 


